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Factors That Affect Climate 

 
Climate is: (p.27)  ___Long term pattern of weather for a city or region__________________________________________ 
 
Weather is: (p.27)  __the day-to-day report or precipitation and temperature______________________________________ 
 
When people ask what the weather is supposed to be like, what two pieces of information are they really looking for? 
(p.27)   
 Temperature        
 

 Precipitation 
 

Six factors that affect climate: (p.33-36 you will need to read the explanations for pictures/diagrams for this!) 

What is its name? How does it affect the climate? 

Latitude -the distance north or south of the equator affects the intensity of the suns rays; the farther away 
from the equator, the less intense the sun, the cooler it is 

Ocean Currents -some currents are warm, some are cold; warm ocean currents will make the air near it warmer; 
cold ocean currents will make the air near it cooler 

Wind & Air Masses -air masses move over land and bring weather conditions with them (warm, cold, moist, dry); the 
movement of air masses creates wind 

Elevation -the higher you go, the colder it is and the more humid the air (likely to have precipitation—snow, 
rain, hail, etc.) 

Relief -wind forces air to rise over a mountain, it condenses creating rain; when it moves over to the 
other side of the mountain (the leeward side, away from the wind), there is very little moisture left 
and so you have a very dry area (called the rain shadow effect) 

Nearness to water -colder bodies of water create colder air over them which will cool down the land near it; similarly, 
warm bodies of water create warmer air over them which will warm up the land 
-water temperature DOES NOT fluctuate as much as air masses do so being near big bodies of 
water MODERATES the temperature of the land nearby (keeps it more steady) 

   
Which 6 ocean currents influence Canada’s climate the most? (p. 34) 

Cold Ocean Currents Warm Ocean Currents 

1.  Labrador Current 
 

1.  Gulf Stream 

2.   Alaska Current 
 

2.  North Atlantic Current 

3.  Greenland Current   
 

3.  California Current 

 

What types of air masses affect each of the following regions of Canada? (p. 34) 

Region of Canada Air Mass 

Western Canada (BC, AB) Maritime Polar (Pacific) 

Prairies (SK, MB) and Central Canada (ON, QC) Continental Arctic 

Atlantic Canada (NB, NS, PE, NL) Martime Polar (Atlantic) 
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In Canada, winds tend to move from __West_________ to _East________; these winds are known as the 
__Westerlies___________ 


